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Towns

Towns

“Great walled towns were built to provide
shelter and protection from the outside
wilderness and be a place of haven for those
adventurers who travelled across the new
land and tried to tame and conquer its
growing life. They were exciting times of
adventure and bravery, but there was a
need for places of healing and trading and
training, so in the towns were raised
dwellings where all the services an
adventurer needed could be received.”

- Corak the Mysterious
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Towns

Fountain Head

In the days following the creation of Fountain Head Morphose

was summoned to be its protector, but the Rat Overlord
captured him and locked him in a magical cell, allowing the
Moose Rats to run free in the town along with their allies that
take shape from the green ooze. Morphose must be freed to
lift the curse of ooze.

Forty Winks (Inn)
Fen’s Fineries
(Blacksmith)
Training Grounds
(Training)
Lonely Hearth (Tavern)
Temple Greenleaf
(Temple)
Raven’s Guild (Guild)
Zahab’s Vaults (Bank)
Pit Down to the cavern
Mirror Portal
Odd Jobs
Skull Miser
Storehouse
Pegee the Apprentice,who you’ll
find soliciting outside the
Blacksmith’s shop, is a poor
apprentice struggling to make his
way through Sorcerer’s training.
Help him and he’ll put in a good
word for you at Raven’s Guild.
Ergon the Task Master has many
jobs that need be performed to
keep Fountain Head prosperous.
Signing up with the Task Master
is an excellent way to pass a week
and receive a decent wage for

6

services rendered. Look for the
sign “Odd Jobs”.
Cypher the Chart Maker offers
an invaluable skill to the
adventurer on the go who doesn’t
have time to render with pen and
ink. For a nominal fee, Cypher
will teach Cartography to a
member of your party. Find him
along the northern wall.
Kranion, Priest of the Five Forces,
is building a shrine to the Forces
that helped the people of Terra
survive the Great War of the
Elementals. Deliver five Sacred
Silver Skulls to his eastern
corridor and be rewarded with
gold and knowledge.
The Fountains of Moonbeamget
their source from a magical well
far below Fountain Head. The
well is cursed and can produce
nothing but green sludge, but
when the curse is lifted the
fountains will tell the tales of Terra
and point the way to adventure.

Might and Magic III

The Town of Fountain Head

Bubble Man
HP
15
Speed
15
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

750
1

AC
Damage

0
1- 6

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

1,200
2

AC
Damage

4
2 - 16

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

8,000
4

AC
Damage

4
2 - 16

Moose Rat
HP
40
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type

Rat Overlord
HP
250
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Fountain Head Cavern

The builders of Fountain Head stored their riches inside

barrels in this cavern, and constructed pendulums to guard
them. Enchanted altars monitor the passageways and sell
skills that are most helpful to those who would dare leave the
town walls.

Strange spirits inhabit the altars
that lie hidden in the walls of this
cavern. Spirits that possess the
power to grant abilities necessary
for successful adventuring. Pay
their fee and these spirits will
bestow their abilities upon you
like vestments of battle, for the
creators of Fountain Head
ordained the altars as a benefit to
any who wished to leave the town
walls and expand the influence
of humanity across the chaotic
face of post-Elemental-War Terra.
The altar of Eber lies in the
northeast chamber of the cavern.
It offers a skill that will make
known the way to hidden
treasures and secret chambers.
Possessors of this skill will know
when a thin wall lies before them
and be able to bash their way to
fortune.
The altar of Yu’ude sits in the
cavern’s westernmost chamber.
It possesses the power of extra
sight, providing forewarning of
unseen dangers and perils from
roaming monsters who would
seek your demise.
8

The altar of Shuji rests in the
same chamber with Yu’ud. It
bestows the ability to always
know the direction of your travel.
Quests will lead you in many
directions, and there are places
where knowing your bearing can
be most life preserving indeed.
The altar of Sufe stands along the
eastern wall. It makes known the
secrets of swimming, releasing
the obstacle of shallow water.
There are times when the safest
path lies in the shallow blue,
where creatures seldom dare to
tread. But beware, for not all
bringers of death fear the rippling
tide.
There is one other altar that stands
guard to the deepest corridors of
the cavern. Beyond this sentinel
lies the secret chambers and
passages that house the mysteries
of Fountain Head’s curse. No
riddle does it give, but a simple
question, the answer to which is
only known by one man in all of
Terra.
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Fountain Head Cavern

Goblin
HP
10
Speed
14
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

400
1

AC
Damage

3
3-9

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

1,200
2

AC
Damage

4
2 - 16

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

250
2

AC
Damage

5
2-4

Moose Rat
HP
40
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type

Vampire Bat
HP
5
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Baywatch

One dark day thunder shook the town of Baywatch and

transformed it from a successful seaport into a haven for the
undead. Large cracks appeared in the ground that were later
called the Unholy Pits. No one knows the reason for this
curse, but it is said a wealth of gold and possessions is to be
had by any brave enough to descend into the pits.

Captain’s Quarters (Inn)
The Ship’s Store
(Blacksmith)
The Yardarm
(Training)
The Galley (Tavern)
Temple Mandrake
(Temple)
Albatross Guild (Guild)
Pit to cavern
Mirror Portal
The Sewers
Travel Town
Greek House
Unholy Hall

Derek the Explorer has spent
many years wandering Evil Eye
Forest and charting the swampy
isle. His mastery at Pathfinding is
uncontested across the lands of
Terra. Seek him out in the Greek
House and he will teach you his
skill for a handsome fee.

Chozan the Seer has studied for
many years under guidance from
the Masters of Albatross Guild.
For a portion of gold he will scribe
the mark of the Albatross into
your aura, allowing access to the
Guild’s
vast
library
of
incantations.

The fountain of Athea,Nymph of
the Great Sea, can be found in
the town square in the southwest
corner of Baywatch. Throwing a
coin into its waters can prove a
fortunate endeavor.

Oro the Ranger is known across
the isles as the only human to
scale the mountains of the Isle of
Fire. Pay his price and learn the
skill of Mountaineering from the
legendary master of the sport.
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Brother Alpha can also be found
in the Greek House. It is rumored
that he and his brothers hold a
mystery that can only be
unraveled if the brothers are
visited in a certain order.

The Unholy Pits have become a
testing ground to the courage of
an adventurer. Any who descend
into the six pits will suffer the
consequences, but not without
reward.
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The Town of Baywatch

Ghoul
HP
100
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

16,000
4

AC
Damage

15
3 - 18

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

1,000
2

AC
Damage

2
2 - 12

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

1,800
2

AC
Damage

2
3 - 18

Skeleton
HP
20
Speed
18
Range Attack
Damage Type

Zombie
HP
35
Speed
2
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Baywatch Cavern

Many prisoners have perished in the shackles of this

cavern, but there may be some with life still flowing through
their bodies who would join forces with any who frees them.
Walk carefully through the corridors for they are haunted by
a Phantom that has made his home among the sewage.

Shackled prisoners,or rather the
dangling bones of shackled
prisoners, decorate the walls of
this haunted cavern. Hung in
haste and quickly abandoned by
their captors who feared the
Phantom that roams the
corridors, great riches hang with
the bones, waiting for one brave
enough (or perhaps foolish
enough) to claim them.
Darlana, a Cleric last seen
wandering alone into the Ancient
Temple of Moo, is said to be
hanging in a special chamber in
the southeast corner of the cavern.
One never knows when the
healing magic of a cleric will be
needed in quests for glory. If still
alive, she may offer help to those
who release her.

Sir Galant, who failed the
initiation to join the Dark
Warrior’s Keep, is held bound in
shackles next to Darlana. His
failing was unalterable honesty
and loyalty. He was quite literally
too good for the evil band that
resides in the Keep. Free him and
he will join your party and take
part in your quests.
Brother Beta hangs in shackles
in a small room along the east
wall of the cavern. Go to him only
after seeing Brother Alpha or he
will have little to do with you. But
see him in the proper order and
Beta will tell his part of the mystery
that can only be solved after all
the brothers have been visited.

Baywatch Cavern

Bubble Man
HP
15
Speed
15
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

750
1

AC
Damage

0
1- 6

Experience
Attacks
No
Magic

16,000
1

AC
Damage

12
4 - 16

Experience
Attacks
No
Energy

1,750
1

AC
Damage

10
2-8

Phantom
HP
50
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type

Screamer
HP
10
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Wildabar

The Wildabar Ninja Clan gained complete control of the

town when the Dwarves that once lived here were hired by
Tumult, King Chaotic, as mercenaries to attack Castle
Whiteshield. Only the older Dwarves remain, who fought to
drive the pillaging Ogres north to the Valley of the Trolls.

Gate House (Inn)
The Armory (Blacksmith)
The Battlements
(Training)
The Round Table
(Tavern)
Temple Bloodroot
(Temple)
Falcon’s Guild (Guild)
Pit to cavern
Mirror Portal
Sparing Grounds
Dark Way
Shoaman’s Magicarium
Shoron the Sailor
Battle Training
Ninja Cult
Kelzen was a great warrior in the
battle to drive the gargoyles from
Thorn Blossom Orchard. With
the glory days of the battle behind
him, Kelzen has settled to training
others in his special skill. He has
set up a small training area in the
room marked Battle Training.
Tsabu the Strong is another hero
from the Gargoyle war. He resides
in the Battle Training room with
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Kelzen. Tsabu’s method of
training strengthens the body and
toughens the skin.
Shoron the Sailor has sailed the
Great Sea on many a twisting
course. Long ago in his travels he
discovered a magic compass that
has guided his vessel on many
voyages. Placing gold on the
compass pointer will make any
adventurer an expert Navigator.
Search the Distant Shores.
Shoaman the Necromancerhas
devoted his studies to the darker
side of the magical arts, and
Falcon’s Guild has reluctantly
aided him. Visit Shoaman’s
Magicarium and perhaps he will
grant you membership to the
guild.
Brother Gammalives somewhere
along the south wall of Wildabar.
Visit him only after you have
talked to Beta or he will be of little
aid. But if you see him in proper
turn, he will prove most helpful.

Might and Magic III

The Town of Wildabar

Mad Dwarf
HP
75
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

2,500
1

AC
Damage

10
4 - 20

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

3,000
1

AC
Damage

15
2-8

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

20,000
8

AC
Damage

20
3 - 30

Ninja
HP
45
Speed
35
Range Attack
Damage Type

Sonic Ninja
HP
75
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Wildabar Cavern

The Ogres that could not be driven from Locust Grove were

captured by the Dwarves and placed in cells, where they are
watched by the witches who use this cavern as a brewery.
From here, the witches barrel their brew and send it to their
coven in the Frozen Isles. But witches have been known to
smuggle captured adventurers to their coven to use as
sacrifices, so search the barrels for friends in need of help.

Levers built into the floor of
Wildabar Cavern are part of the
intricate prison devised by the
Dwarves to keep captured Ogres
away from the town valuables.
Pull them only if you are prepared
to fight, for the levers will release
the prisoners from their cells, and
a caged Ogre is an angry Ogre.
Barrels of brew concocted by
Wicked Witches are tucked away
in the small alcoves of this
winding cavern. Drink from the
barrels at your own risk, for it can
never be guessed if a brew is
intended for purposes of aid or
ailment. But know also that the
Witches are in the habit of hiding
things in their barrels for transport
to their coven in the Cursed Cold
Cavern. Searching all barrels may
uncover unfortunate prisoners
with much to offer their rescuer.
Brother Delta is believed to be
hiding somewhere in this winding
cave. Though he will not speak to
you unless foretold of your arrival
the information he possesses will
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do much to determine the
direction of your journeys, for he
alone knows the location of the
fabled Rainbow Isle.
Lone Wolf is an accomplished
and skillful Ranger with an
impressive book of spells (she
has already earned membership
to four of the five mage guilds).
Though she finds greatest peace
by herself, she will offer her
services and loyalty to those who
help her escape from dangerous
situations.
Wartowsan, member of the
Swamp Town Ninja clan, was
sent to join and spy on the
Wildabar clan. He was quickly
discovered and captured, and it
is believed he was traded to the
Wicked Witches for a barrel of
their enchanted brew. Though
Wartowsan is a follower of the
evil ways, his Ninja training has
taught him to keep debts in order.
If you find and release him, he
will surely offer to help your party.

Might and Magic III

Wildabar Cavern

Ogre
HP
60
Speed
15
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

2,500
1

AC
Damage

10
2 - 32

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

4,000
1

AC
Damage

10
2-8

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

16,000
1

AC
Damage

8
4 - 16

Phase Head
HP
20
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

Wicked Witch
HP
50
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Swamp Town

The shadow of doom looms over the once bustling corridors
of Swamp Town. VonEmosh, master of the walking dead,
came out of his tomb in Phantom Peaks and reduced the
town to a graveyard, where Ghosts and Ghouls now abound
to guard the burial mounds. The Ninja clan remains
undisturbed as they had made an agreement with VonEmosh
before he began his onslaught.

Lion’s Crest Inn (Inn)
Smithy’s Shoppe
(Blacksmith)
Village View Training
(Training)
Silver Stein (Tavern)
Temple Moonshadow
(Temple)
Buzzard’s Guild (Guild)
Pit to cavern
Mirror Portal
Funerary Grounds
Statues of great warriors stand
in prominent positions in the three
great squares of Swamp Town.
Yad and Yud were the founders
of Swamp Town; two brothers
who were among the first to try
and civilize the swamplands.
Though the boglands be far from
civilized, at least there is a place

of safe haven for those who find
themselves, for whatever reason,
on this swampy isle. There is also
a statue erected in memory of
Prince Smallberry, who fell in
mortal combat against Sheltem
the Dark.
Tombstones and grave markers
serve as grim reminders of the
dangers that surround the town
walls, and the evil undead
minions of the Vampire King that
dwell in Phantom Peaks and
make annual raids on this
suffering town. There may be
treasures of wealth awaiting those
who would plunder these earthly
vaults, but beware the curse that
may befall he who disturbs these
final resting places.

The Town of Swamp Town

Ghost
HP
100
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Energy

32,000
1

AC
Damage

13
10 - 100

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

16,000
4

AC
Damage

15
3 - 18

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

3,000
1

AC
Damage

15
2-8

Ghoul
HP
100
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type

Ninja
HP
45
Speed
35
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Swamp Town Cavern

The southern parts of this cavern have come to be known as

the Spirals of Age, for the Phantoms that stalk these winding
corridors will transform a youthful adventurer into an
enfeebled hulk. Reapers lie at the end of the spirals, but to
get to them you must first defeat the grotesque mistresses of
death.

The altar of the goddess Ulerests
deep in the Spirals of Doom.
Defeat the Reaper that guards its
power and receive a blessing in
golden light; enhanced strength
from the goddess of might.
The altar of Karnen, goddess of
suffrage, lies deep in the Spirals
of Age, guarded by a Reaper and
his Phantom allies. Adventurers
who survive to bathe in the altar’s
steel-blue light walk away with
greater endurance.
Gagish the Conjurer, once a great
mage, now lies trapped in death
along the eastern wall of this
cavern. In life he was King
Malefactor’s consultant, but
Gagish’s greed drove the king to

have him imprisoned in a wooden
coffin and cursed to dwell
eternally in Swamp Town Cavern.
Gagish studied magic at
Buzzard’s Guild where he is still
revered as an honored member,
and though he has no use for it,
charges a handsome price for
guild membership.
Wooden coffinslitter the passages
and corridors of Swamp Town
Cavern, a grave reminder of the
death curse that permeates the
very air of this region. All manner
of adventurers lie crated in these
wooden tombs. Search the coffins
and recover the variety of artifacts
locked inside, but beware the
curse that may befall grave
robbers.

Swamp Town Cavern

Phantom
HP
50
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Magic

16,000
1

AC
Damage

12
4 - 16

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

50,000
1

AC
Damage

15
4 - 80

Experience
Attacks
No
Poison

5,000
2

AC
Damage

5
3 - 12

Reaper
HP
150
Speed
18
Range Attack
Damage Type

Scorpia
HP
50
Speed
10
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Blistering Heights

Blistering Heights was built by magical beings and placed

on the Isle of Fire for privacy. Because of the extremely harsh
nature of the fiery isle, ingenious forms of magical protection
were devised to protect the town and those powerful enough
to reach it. There are statues in the four courtyards that will
temporarily lend protective magic to any who approach
them.

Restless Knight (Inn)
Farrago’s Forge
(Blacksmith)
The Coliseum (Training )
Verdant Spirits (Tavern)
Temple Nightwing
(Temple)
Eagle’s Guild (Guild)
Pit to cavern
Mirror Portal
The Kennel
Demon H.Q.
Monstrous statues are scattered
about in the various courtyards
of Blistering Heights. The tribute
to which these statues stand has
long been forgotten, but in
contrast to their monstrous form
they offer magical protection

against the elements. The statues
are part of the strange but
necessary aura of elemental
protection that surround this town
that sits on the Isle of Fire.
Ornean the Warlock, who can be
found within the walls of the
Demon H.Q., claims no alliance
with the Major Demon that
commands his legions from
within this room. But it is widely
believed that he frequently offers
counsel to the commander from
the underworld. Ornean offers in
defense that his interests lie in all
users of magic, not just the Major
Demon near him. It is said he will
give membership to Eagle’s Guild
to those he deems worthy.

The Town of Blistering Heights

Fire Lizard
HP
150
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Fire

25,000
2

AC
Damage

10
2 - 50

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

100,000
6

AC
Damage

16
2 - 40

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Fire

18,000
1

AC
Damage

20
50

Major Demon
HP
333
Speed
33
Range Attack
Damage Type

Mini Dragon
HP
150
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Blistering Heights Cavern

The cavern below Blistering Heights is not a

natural
formation. The Elemental War saw the creation of many
monstrous beasts, and one was a giant spider that breathed
fire like a dragon. The beast was felled on this isle and as the
centuries wore on, a cavern formed around its decaying
carcass. The feet of the spider are said to house altars of
magical protection.

Altars of protection, built and
enchanted by Blistering Heights’
magical creators, sit in the
chambers created by the feet of
the great spider-beast this cavern
was formed around. The ancient
and powerful magic housed in
these altars provides a party with
protection from fire and cold,

poison and acid, electricity and
magic. The protection provided
is permanent and does not wear
off with the rising of the morning
sun. Beware the paths that lead
to the altars for they are guarded
by Fire Stalkers charged with the
task of protecting and preserving
the purity of ancient magic.

Blistering Heights Cavern

Fire Stalker
HP
75
Speed
40
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Fire

30,000
3

AC
Damage

20
3 - 30

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

250,000
4

AC
Damage

33
250

Experience
Attacks
No
Poison

5,000
2

AC
Damage

5
3 - 12

Major Devil
HP
666
Speed
66
Range Attack
Damage Type

Scorpia
HP
50
Speed
10
Range Attack
Damage Type
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“But with the fortresses of Greywind the
Illusionist and Blackwind the Spellbinder
in ruins, three master warriors divided the
isles among themselves. Great and steadfast
keeps they erected to house their thrones
and shrines. A war soon raged between
them, for the heart of each King was led by
a different of the three alignments of men.
The bloody battle came to be known as the
War of the Alignments and ended in nothing
but a gruesome stalemate.”

- Corak the Mysterious

Secrets of the Isles
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Castle Whiteshield

Castle

Whiteshield is the stronghold of Zealot, King
Righteous. The castle was once attacked by Dwarves under
the command of Tumult. The attack was thwarted, but
before they were captured the Dwarves locked Zealot’s
treasure in magical chests. Praythos, The King’s priest, will
give a hardy reward for the return of Artifacts of Good.

Zealot, King Righteous, sits on
his royal throne in the center of
Castle Whiteshield where he
carries out his command over the
good at heart. King Zealot is in
competition with the other two
kings, Tumult and Malefactor, for
total control of the people of Terra
and will greatly reward the party
that brings him a Power Orb. He
believes the Power Orbs are the
key to his total reign and seeks to
possess as many as he can
acquire.

to stir the hearts of the Kings they
belong to, but a great reward is
offered for their return.

Praythos, protector of the relics,
sits at his throne along the eastern
wall of the castle where he awaits
the return of Ancient Artifacts of
Good. Scattered throughout the
isles are artifacts of Good, Neutral
and Evil that were taken as booty
during the great war of the
alignments. These artifacts hold
no other power than their ability

Dark chests of crystalline
construction contain the collected
treasure of King Zealot, but the
chests are sealed by a spell cast
in desperation by Mad Dwarves
before their attack on Whiteshield
was thwarted. The countersign to
the spell is believed to be in the
dungeon below this castle.

Statues of four heroesof old stand
in the castle’s corner courtyards,
erected in honor of Astriel, Teshy,
Leadbest and Jodelle. Each of the
warriors served well but was lost
in the violent and chaotic days
when the founders of Castle
Whiteshield were striving to tame
the Great Isle and make it safe for
the men of Terra.

Castle Whiteshield

Black Knight
HP
375
Speed
50
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

100,000
7

AC
Damage

30
4 - 160

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

10,000
1

AC
Damage

10
2 - 80

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

50,000
5

AC
Damage

30
3 - 90

Castle Guard
HP
75
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type

Paladin
HP
175
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Whiteshield Dungeon

Piled on the floor are the bones of the captured Dwarves
that attacked the castle. Before they were captured, the
Dwarves locked Zealot’s treasure in magical chests that were
sealed with a spell. The countersign needed to open the
chests is part of the song the Dwarves sang as they were
storming the castle walls.

Bones of the Dwarves that
attacked Castle Whiteshield lie
in piles on the floor of this
dungeon. Written in the dirt under
the bones is a song the attacking
Dwarves sang to rally themselves
for their failed conquest. The song
is a raunchy tune of the King’s
wife and a yellow-haired Orc she
took as her lover. In Orc tribes,
traitors and cowards are dunked
in yellow dye and exiled from
their camp. Putting the song
together and deciphering its
meaning will reveal the
countersign needed to open the
enchanted chests in the castle
above.
King Zealot’s Divine Elixir is a
powerful concoction that grants
super abilities to an adventurer
that drinks it. The elixir can

advance the level of experience
an adventurer has achieved,
greatly increase a character’s
resistance to all the elements, or
enhance
one’s
physical
attributes. The effects of the elixir
are permanent. Four chalices of
the Divine Elixir are hidden in
the rooms of this dungeon, stolen
by the devils and demons
imprisoned here.
Swinging pendulums guard the
entrances to the chambers of this
dungeon, offering pain and
suffering to those who try to help
the King’s prisoners. The rooms
of Whiteshield Dungeon must be
searched to find the Dwarve’s
song and the Divine Elixir, and
the pendulums stand as an
obstacle to be overcome.

Whiteshield Dungeon

Evil Ranger
HP
100
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

12,000
3

AC
Damage

20
4 - 24

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

100,000
6

AC
Damage

16
2 - 40

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

250,000
4

AC
Damage

33
250

Major Demon
HP
333
Speed
33
Range Attack
Damage Type

Major Devil
HP
666
Speed
66
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Castle Blood Reign

Tumult, King Chaotic, rules from his throne in Castle Blood

Reign. It is he who hired the Dwarves of Wildabar to attack
Castle Whiteshield. Once pillaged by the Ogres of Locust
Grove, Tumult’s castle is now beset with Trolls that were
driven from the Valley of the Trolls when the fleeing Ogres
settled there.

Tumult, King Chaotic, observes
the actions of the other two Kings
from his throne in the center of
Castle Blood Reign. Tumult is the
ruler of Neutrality and his interest
lies in keeping the strength of
King Zealot and King Malefactor
in check, not in gaining total
command over Terra. But total
control is not completely ruled
out, for Tumult will not allow the
other Kings to gain it, even if it
means he himself must take
command of the isles. King
Tumult will greatly reward those
who bring him Power Orbs.
Chathos is the keeper of the
shrine. It has become his task to
recover the Ancient Artifacts of
Neutrality that were stolen during
the great war of the alignments. A
very generous reward is offered
by Chathos to anyone who brings
him an artifact, and it is
understood that the reward is
even more generous to characters
of the Neutral persuasion.

Chathos’ throne is on the north
wall of the castle, near the gates.
Four speaking oracles stand in
the courtyards of Castle Blood
Reign. The stone heads were
enchanted by King Disirée,
founder and first ruler of Blood
Reign. The heads recite a riddle
King Disirée devised as a
safeguard. The riddle must be
solved to gain access to the
dungeon below.
Pits of blood are concealed
behind false walls along the
southernmost castle walls. They
are the pits of the Blood of
Conquest, the Blood of Sacrifice,
the Blood of War, and the Blood
of Slaughter. Submersed in the
depths of the pits of blood are
Ancient Artifacts of Good and
Evil, kept out of spite from the
other Kings. Woe shall befall he
who enters the depths of the pits,
but reward in experience shall be
his who emerges.

Castle Blood Reign

Castle Guard
HP
75
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type
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10,000
1

AC
Damage

10
2 - 80

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Cold

50,000
1

AC
Damage

10
8 - 80

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

50,000
3

AC
Damage

15
3 - 45

Sorcerer
HP
100
Speed
40
Range Attack
Damage Type

Troll
HP
125
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Blood Reign Dungeon

Giant worms inhabit Blood Reign Dungeon, and their

digging has revealed the power crystals that run beneath the
Crystal Mountains. Touching the crystals will prove a
permanent bonus to he with the courage to reach out his
hand. And speaking of reaching out a hand, there may be
friends to be found among the hanging prisoners.

Power crystals run rich beneath
the Crystal Mountains, and three
have been unearthed in Blood
Reign Dungeon. Their power
comes from a magical spring that
runs beneath the mountain, and
they possess the power to render
an adventurer very fast, very
accurate, and much luckier. The
crystals are located deep within
the dungeon walls, accessible
only to those with a strong
command over magic.
Rotting corpses of shackled
prisoners hang from the walls of
the dungeon. The dead prisoners
were once a band of Robbers that
had discovered the answer to the
riddle that guards the King’s
treasure. The Robbers plundered
the King’s crystal chests but were
captured by the Sorcerers that
protect the treasure and
imprisoned here where they hung
until they perished. Written in
blood by their dying hands, the
Robbers left clues to the riddle’s
answer.
Son of Abu, acquirer of goods
lost and stolen, does not like to
be called a Robber. He thinks of
34

himself more as a bounty hunter,
always hunting someone else’s
bounty. He was last seen skulking
around Wildabar where the Ninja
Clan did not appreciate his
presence. It is believed that he
was captured by them and sent to
the Sonic Ninja that live in this
dungeon for career counseling.
Taking into consideration the
reputation of the Sonic Ninja,
Son of Abu will be more than
grateful to the party that rescues
him.
Charity, a Paladin under
command of King Zealot, is
imprisoned with Son of Abu in
the southeast chamber of Blood
Reign Dungeon. She was sent on
a covert mission to search the
remains of the imprisoned
Robbers and decipher the answer
to the riddle that guards King
Tumult’s treasure. After claiming
the treasure in the name of all
that is good, Charity was to make
her getaway and return to Castle
Whiteshield. Needless to say, the
plan failed and King Zealot denied
involvement. Left to her own
devices, Charity would faithfully
serve her rescuers.
Might and Magic III

Blood Reign Dungeon

Draconi
HP
125
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

20,000
2

AC
Damage

10
3 - 60

Experience
Attacks
No
Poison

150,000
1

AC
Damage

35
100

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

20,000
8

AC
Damage

20
3 - 30

Dragon Worm
HP
400
Speed
45
Range Attack
Damage Type

Sonic Ninja
HP
75
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Castle Dragontooth

Castle Dragontooth is a veritable haven for followers of the

evil way. Malefactor, King Malicious (often called King
Insane by those who know him), will lower his drawbridge for
any crusader who offers to help in his plot to control the
people of Terra. Those who oppose him, and find themselves
unlucky enough be within his castle walls, are thrown into
the pits of acid in the northernmost chamber.

Malefactor, King Malicious,
occupies his throne on the east
wall of the great throne room,
where he goes more mad with the
passing of each day. He has
determined that he alone shall
rule the hearts of the inhabitants
of Terra, and no scheme is too
cruel to see the realization of his
dream. But to his allies the King is
loyal and rewarding. Bring to him
the Power Orbs that are the key
to control and a great reward will
be given.
Pathos has been charged by King
Malefactor to fill the castle’s
shrine with the Ancient Artifacts
of Evil that were taken during the
great war of the alignments.
Malefactor feels that having these
relics in their proper place will
strengthen the resolve of his
armies and secure his evil
influence a greater hold over the
people of Terra. Pathos is
authorized to amply reward
adventurers who bring him
artifacts, and even more so if the
adventurer be of evil alignment.
Bubbling pits of acid in the
northern chamber of Castle
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Dragontooth are used by King
Malefactor to test the meddle of
his followers and punish his
enemies. The cost in pain is
tremendous to those who enter
the pits, but it is believed there is
much to be found at the bottom,
left by those who were not strong
enough to survive the acid. Those
who are strong enough to survive
emerge more experienced.
Monstrous statues stand in
remembrance of the war to drive
the Werewolves from Serpent
Wood. Many of Malefactor’s
warriors died fighting the
Werewolves and it is widely
believed
the
war
was
unnecessary, but Malefactor was
motivated to drive them from his
island and spared no expense in
doing so. When hostilities
between the alignments was
rekindled, King Malefactor used
the inscriptions on the statues to
make a magical barrier to guard
the entrance to the castle’s
dungeon where Wicked Witches
brew powerful ale to help advance
his schemes.
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Castle Dragontooth

Castle Guard
HP
75
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

10,000
1

AC
Damage

10
2 - 80

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

40,000
4

AC
Damage

20
2 - 40

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

240,000
1

AC
Damage

20
1000

Dark Pegasus
HP
125
Speed
40
Range Attack
Damage Type

Wizard
HP
250
Speed
80
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Dragontooth Dungeon

Wicked Witches and the spirits they summon as their

servants rule the castle dungeon. Pledged to Malefactor and
the expansion of his reign, the witches divine his evil plots
and provide him with enchanted brews to strengthen his
warriors and curse his enemies. Insane though he may be,
woe to any who draw the wrath of the King Malicious.

Brew filled cauldronsoccupy the
center chamber of Dragontooth
Dungeon. Ghosts and Spirit
Shields roam the long corridors
that wind their way to the Wicked
Witches’ brewery, where Ales of
Advancement and Elixirs of
Endurance await the adventurer
brave enough to reach them. Be
assured of the effectiveness of
the Witches’ Brew for King
Malefactor uses it to enrich his
Evil armies, and Malefactor is
not one to skimp where the
advancement of his schemes is
concerned.
Old, discarded cauldrons sit in
the corners of this dungeon where
they have watched the passing of
many years. Though it has been a
long time since these cauldrons
served as receptacles for the
magical formulas of King
Malefactor’s Witches, they still

play a part in the Castle’s
defenses. In their bowels are
written clues, telling of the word
that must be spoken to open the
King’s treasure chests. Seek out
these clues if you desire the King’s
fortune, but beware the Wicked
Witches that wander the halls,
lest their curses fall upon you.
Metal safesburied in the dungeon
floor are used by the Wicked
Witches to store their commission
from King Malefactor. The King
pays well for his potions and
elixirs. Be warned, however, that
the Witches have devised a snare
to confound plunderers. The safes
that hold their hoards of gold are
surrounded by empty, enchanted
vaults. When opened, these traps
summon a ghostly servant from
the spirit realm to guard the
corridors and hinder your
progress through the dungeon.

Dragontooth Dugeon

Ghost
HP
100
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Energy

32,000
1

AC
Damage

13
10 - 100

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

60,000
2

AC
Damage

35
6 - 120

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

16,000
1

AC
Damage

8
4 - 16

Spirit Shield
HP
100
Speed
80
Range Attack
Damage Type

Wicked Witch
HP
50
Speed
16
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Castle Greywind

Once a formidable fortress, reptiles now rule the halls of

Castle Greywind, former stronghold of Greywind the
Illusionist. His spirit is locked in the ruins, unable to leave
and unable to perform the actions necessary to release him
from his curse.

The spirit of Greywind the
Illusionist haunts these ruins,
held in a curse his one-time friend,
Blackwind, was tricked into
casting against him. There are
actions that can be taken to break
the curse, but Greywind’s spirit
form is unable to perform them. If
a party of adventurers were to
dispel the curse for him, Greywind
would doubtless reward them
handsomely. There are, after all,
secrets that only the dead shall
know. Secrets that Greywind has
carried for some time now. Seek
out his throne along the southern
wall if you would help this dead
Illusionist leave this realm.
There are three thrones within
the castle’s crumbling walls that
are believed to possess powerful
magic – a magic that will work
only on the day Greywind the
Illusionist was wed to the
Mermaid Anathema.
The Throne of Great Powersits
in the southwest corner of Castle
Greywind, where legendary
heroes once came from all across
the isles to pay homage to the
Five Forces. Legend says that he
who sits on the throne will be
transformed into a mighty
40

adventurer, advanced in all the
properties of body and mind.
The Throne of Great Possession
sits along the western wall. In
days of old a contest was held on
the castle grounds to determine
the bravest warrior. He who won
the contest sat on the throne and
was rewarded with powerful
weapons and implements of war.
The Throne of Great Richesalso
sits in a chamber along the west
wall. During the change to the
harvest season the people of
Baywatch held a festival. Lots
were drawn and the possesser of
the winning docket travelled to
Castle Greywind and sat in the
Throne of Great Riches. The
reward was a wealth of gold and
gems. It has been many years
since such celebrations took
place.
The fountains of Anathema are
said to flow with enchanted
waters. They were built as a
wedding gift to Greywind’s wife,
before her treachery was
discovered. Anathema’s greed
was so all consuming that even
her fountain of healing will not
work without a payment in gold.
Might and Magic III

Castle Greywind

Dinosaur
HP
500
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

80,000
2

AC
Damage

10
5 - 500

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Fire

25,000
2

AC
Damage

10
2 - 50

Experience
Attacks
No
Energy

1,750
1

AC
Damage

10
2-8

Fire Lizard
HP
150
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type

Screamer
HP
10
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Greywind Dungeon

Serpents roam the vast emptiness of Greywind Dungeon,

and remnants of former days of glory have remained
untouched for years. The sands of Oolam have all run down,
and the Victory Gong, once rung to welcome home victorious
armies, has remained silent as death for decades.

The Sands of Oolam were used
by Greywind the Illusionist to
monitor the passing of time.
Oolam was an ancient mystic with
the power to walk through time
as if walking through the halls of
a cavern. He presented Greywind
with the sands as a gift on his
wedding day. Greywind used the
sand to make four centuryglasses
which he put in the corners of this
dungeon. Though he could not
walk through time like Oolam,
Greywind could open windows
by turning the centuryglasses
over in different combinations,
allowing him to see forward and
backward through the history of
Terra. Those who were close to
him said the Illusionist emerged
from the dungeon late one night
after looking further back in time
than he had ever attempted
before. What he saw troubled
him so much that he never spoke
to anyone again.
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The Victory Gongonce rang loud
through Castle Greywind. Its song
marked the approach of the
victorious Gray Paladins, led by
Phantom Shadow, as they
returned from their campaigns to
spread the reign and glory of
Greywind the Illusionist. Such
were the days of adventure, the
likes of which have not been seen
for years. The Victory Gong has
hung silent since the night
Greywind peered back in Terra’s
history and chose never to speak
again.
Gleaming mounds of treasurelie
on the dungeon floor, but think
twice before leaping into their
golden arms. Greywind was
known as the Illusionist for good
reasons. Much of the gold that
appears on the floor is but a trap
to steal riches from the greedy.

Greywind Dungeon

Death Snake
HP
500
Speed
90
Range Attack
Damage Type

150,000
1

AC
Damage

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

4,000,000 AC
12
Damage

25
4 - 200

Great Hydra
HP
5,000
Speed
75
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Castle Blackwind

Once a great fortress, Castle Blackwind now sinks further

and further into ruin. Blackwind the Spellbinder once ruled
the eastern isles from this manor, but his spirit is now trapped
in the rubble by a curse from his neighbor to the west. Only
one who is still among the living can work the counter spell
to release him.

Blackwind the Spellbinder, or
rather his ghost, still occupies the
throne in the southern alcove of
the throne room. He is locked in
this ruined castle by a curse laid
upon him by Greywind the
Illusionist. Both mages were once
the reigning powers over Terra
until they were undone by the
betrayal of Anathema, a Mermaid
who had taken them both as
mates. Now the spirit of
Blackwind is doomed to wander
the broken halls of this castle
until members of the living work
the magic combination that will
free him. Like Greywind, there is
knowledge Blackwind can bestow
upon his rescuers once he is
released from the curse.
Knowledge that is vital to solving
the mystery of the Isles of Terra.
Like Castle Greywind, Castle
Blackwind houses thrones of
mysterious enchantment. On the
day of Blackwind’s betrothal to
Anathema, the benefit of each
throne will fall upon the
adventurer who sits on it.
Incidentally, it is not so much
that Greywind and Blackwind’s
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thrones work on their wedding
day, but rather they decided to
marry on the day the thrones
worked their magic. They believed
it would act as a blessing and
bring them luck and happiness.
They were sadly mistaken.
The Throne of the Golden Anvil
sits in the southeast corner of the
castle. Sit on the throne on the
proper day and be rewarded with
mighty items of war.
The Throne of the Sea Jewelsits
in the southwest corner of Castle
Blackwind. On that one special
day of the year it will relinquish
Pearls of Youth and Beauty to
whoever sits on its plush
cushions.
The fountains of Anathema are
the only works of beauty left in
the rubble of Castle Blackwind.
Legend has it that in the glory
days of Blackwind the fountain
in the center of the throne room
had the power to grant mastery of
all known spells to an adventurer
who could afford the rather steep
price.
Might and Magic III

Castle Blackwind

Dinosaur
HP
500
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

80,000
2

AC
Damage

10
5 - 500

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Magic

30,000
1

AC
Damage

18
4 - 16

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

10,000
8

AC
Damage

20
3-9

Mystic Cloud
HP
50
Speed
40
Range Attack
Damage Type

Piranha
HP
40
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Blackwind Dungeon

Once the domain of Hamon Othreute, warlord of Castle

Blackwind, this dungeon has remained deserted for many
years. Nothing living has ventured into the depths of the
dungeon since a strange magic fell upon its halls, causing
great confusion to any who stray from an unseen path.

The statue of Hamon Othreute
broods in the southeast corner of
this dungeon. Hamon was
Blackwind’s Warlord and bane
of VonEmosh, who in those days
was only beginning to establish
his undead army in Phantom
Peaks. A repentant enemy could
win favor from the Warlord by
surrendering an offering of gold
to this statue, which now only
stands as a tribute to a ghost of
older days.
The statue of Tempest Storm
proudly stands in the dungeon’s
southwest corner, so full of the
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spirit of the steed it honors it
almost seems to move. She was
Hamon Othreute’s mount and
carried him through hundreds of
victorious campaigns against
Blackwind’s enemies. A more
remarkable beast was never seen
in all of Terra.
The statue of Blood Mane
commands a position in the
northwest corner. Brutal and
relentless best describe the
temperament of this beast. Death
was the only destiny for its prey.
Blackwind Dungeon
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“Make you strong places to dwell and
practice the evil of your arts. Build great
monuments to stand through the ages and
remind your followers of the task with which
you have been charged. Use these halls of
iniquity to perpetrate your schemes against
the infestation that has taken the fields and
lakes of this land from you, their rightful
masters. Never forget the hatred that must
finally overcome and consume mankind.
Dwell in your dungeons and brood.”

- Sheltem the Dark

Secrets of the Isles
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The Ancient Temple of Moo

The halls of the Ancient Temple of Moo are filled with

undead warriors that were once glory seekers come to witness
the statue of Fire Mane, mascot of Moo. (The statue is said
to transform wanderers into crusaders.) The bones of those
strong enough to resist the re-animating magic of the Cleric
of Moo litter the floor.

Piles of Boneslitter the dungeon’s
floor. They are the remains of
adventurers whose last acts were
to resist the re-animating magic
of the Clerics of Moo. Those who
were unable to resist now walk
the halls, serving the evil Clerics
who transformed them into
undead fiends. As the Moo cult is
far too interested in its own
workings to trouble itself with gold
and other forms of wealth, there
is much to be gained from
searching the boney heaps.
The statue of the mighty lioness
Fire Mane stands proudly in the
dungeon’s eastern chamber. Fire
Mane has been the central figure
of adoration in the Moo cult for
many years, and is fiercely

guarded. It has become such a
figure of legend among the people
of Terra that any adventurer to
stand at its base and return alive
is awarded the title of Crusader.
Indeed, the three Kings have used
it as a kind of test, only allowing
these Crusaders entrance to their
castles.
Trap doors in the floor of the
Temple of Moo have claimed the
lives of many adventurers who
rushed to glory rather than
proceeding with healthy caution.
Beware of open spaces and long
corridors alike. Both possess
pitfalls that can be easily avoided
by levitating or knowing when to
jump.

The Ancient Temple of Moo

Cleric of Moo
HP
100
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Electric

32,000
1

AC
Damage

10
2 - 36

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

1,000
2

AC
Damage

2
2 - 12

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

1,800
2

AC
Damage

2
3 - 18

Skeleton
HP
20
Speed
18
Range Attack
Damage Type

Zombie
HP
35
Speed
2
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Slithercult Stronghold

Guillotines mark the

path to riches in the Slithercult
Stronghold, where Cobra Fiends rule the halls. There is said
to be a secret room where those strong enough to venture can
test their luck and gain favor from the mysterious altars that
eat Quatloos.

Yellow pools surge in holes dug
long ago in the dungeon floor.
The pools carry an enchantment
left behind from a day when the
serpents of this dungeon ruled
Cripple Creek. Though the waters
of the pools are poison to nonserpent beings, it may be worth
the pain to search them. Artifacts
and other rare items are said to
lay at rest in their depths.

prepared for the next sacrifice.
Devoid of spirit, the head merely
laughs
insanely
when
approached.

Carved heads of marble stand
guard in the Slithercult
Stronghold. Every thousand
years a Druid must be sacrificed.
The spirits of the Druids enter
these marble heads and forever
haunt the dungeon halls. A
receptacle has already been

Metal safes set in the dungeon
floor contain the treasures of the
Slithercult. It takes an
experienced thief to pick their
locks and a strong party of
warriors to survive the dangers
that lie along the path.

Three special oracles can be
found in a hidden room known as
the Slithercult Saloon. If an
adventurer feeds them Quatloos
he is rewarded by having his
attributes enhanced.

Slithercult Stronghold

Candle Creep
HP
70
Speed
8
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Fire

3,000
2

AC
Damage

5
2 - 10

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

4,000
2

AC
Damage

15
2 - 30

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Physical

12,000
3

AC
Damage

20
4 - 24

Cobra Fiend
HP
50
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

Evil Ranger
HP
100
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Fortress of Fear

The Mummy King hides in a secret vault deep within the

walls of the Fortress of Fear. His command over the dead is
equalled only by that of the Vampire King. Face the Mummy
King and defeat him, for he guards a special hologram card
that is essential to solving the mystery that lies below the
ancient pyramids.

Old levers extend from the floor
of the Fortress of Fear. They are
part of a mechanism that runs the
full length of the dungeon, created
by masters of ancient times.
Granite altars formed in the
likeness of the Ancients and shafts
of electricity are arranged in a
pattern in the dungeon’s center
chamber. Pull the levers to change
the pattern, for when the pattern
is correct new discovery is close
at hand. But never forget the
dangers that lie in the unknown.
Granite heads stand tall in the
chambers of the Fortress of Fear,
where they groan under the
tremendous weight of their age.

Their stoney eyes have seen the
passing of countless ages and
their rocky throats have moaned
the melodies of countless sorrows.
Wooden coffins lie in the
chambers of this dungeon, serving
as grim reminder of the reason for
its name. The foul stench of death
visibly seeps through the planks
of the coffins, arousing the spirit
of the Mummy King who keeps
his macabre throne in a chamber
hidden deep within the walls.
Search the coffins with the
understanding there is great
danger of encountering the
Mummy King’s gruesome
subjects.

Fortress of Fear

Carnage Hand
HP
40
Speed
20
Range Attack

Experience
# Attacks
No

10,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

25
60 - 120
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

120,000
AC
2
Damage
Damage Type

15
2 - 80
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

250,000
AC
3
Damage
Damage Type

15
2 - 80
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

8,000
AC
3
Damage
Damage Type

5
4 - 12
Poison

Mummy
HP
250
Speed
20
Range Attack

Mummy King
HP
500
Speed
20
Range Attack

Plasmoid
HP
100
Speed
17
Range Attack
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Halls of Insanity

The Eye Master lurks deep within the Halls of Insanity,

where his minions guard three powerful objects believed to
bring luck and fortune. A series of false walls hide the objects,
and the Eye Master stands ready to challenge any who seek
to plunder his valuables.

Fierce statues of lionsstand in
the chambers of the Halls of
Insanity. Three guard the
entrances to the Blink of
Destruction, the Well of Tears,
and the Eyes of Eternity. Answer
their riddles and the way to the
mysteries of this dungeon will be
a little less perilous. Two other
statues occupy the room in the
northeast chamber, beyond the
Well of Tears. They speak of the
secret location of the Eye Master’s
treasure.
The statue of Golden Mane,
mascot of the ten heroes of old,
stands in the northwest chamber
of the dungeon, beyond the Blink
of Destruction. When the ten
heroes defeated the Elemental
Lords and ended the war, they set
out to train the people of Terra in
the skills necessary for survival.
The statue of Golden Mane was

bestowed with the power to grant
all the known skills to anyone
who placed 100,000 gold pieces
into the lion’s mouth. Once, when
the statue was filled with gold,
the Eye Master happened upon
it. He was so overtaken by greed
he stole the statue and brought it
to his private chamber. The gold
was emptied and hidden in a
secret room deep inside the
dungeon’s walls. Though none
have survived the Eye Master’s
minions to reach the statue, it is
believed to still possess the power
to grant an adventurer all the
skills.

Halls of Insanity

Evil Eye

Ornate boxes engraved with
forgotten languages hold the
possessions of the Eye Master
and his servants. Search them
out to find the treasure
accumulated by these evil
refugees from the realm of the All
Seeing.

HP
100
Speed
35
Range Attack

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

60,000
AC
4
Damage
Damage Type

25
50
Magic

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

200,000
AC
4
Damage
Damage Type

25
75
Magic

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

18,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

20
50
Fire

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

30,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

18
4 - 16
Magic

Eye Master
HP
200
Speed
35
Range Attack

Mini Dragon
HP
150
Speed
30
Range Attack

Mystic Cloud
HP
50
Speed
40
Range Attack
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Dark Warrior’s Keep

For many ages evil warriors have used this dungeon as their

hideaway. Even the Dwarves that escaped defeat at Castle
Whiteshield fled here. All that is required for sanction is to
do the bidding of the Top Jouster, who guards two Ultimate
Power Orbs which he believes embue him with power over his
so-called subjects.

Many battles were fought in
attempts to tame the lands of
Terra and make them safe. In
those violent days special honor
was given to the noble steeds that
valiantly carried warriors into the
face of death. Statues were erected
in their honor, inscribed with
details of the battles they
witnessed.

The Statue of Forest Greenstands
in the southwest chamber. She
led the eight Green Rangers on
their hunt for the last Unicorn.

The statue of Fortune’s Bane
stands in the center of the entry
chamber, serving as warning to
any who idly enter this Dark
Warrior’s Keep.

The statue of Phantom Sorrow
stands in the eastern chamber.
He led seventy-three Grey
Paladins in a siege against Castle
Blackwind.

The statue of Fire Hoodstands in
the northwest chamber of the
dungeon. Fire Hood led sixteen
Red Knights on a doomed war to
take the Isle of Fire from the
Demons that still claim it as their
own.

The statue of Shadow Grave
stands in the southeast chamber.
She carried two Black Warriors
through the gates of Castle
Greywind.

The statue of Frost Wing stands
in the western chamber. Frost
Wing led seven Blue Crusaders
who sought to recover the lost
artifacts after the war of the
alignments.
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The statue of Desert Breezestands
in the northeast corner of the
dungeon. Desert Breeze led two
hundred Yellow Soldiers to fight
the Minotaur King.

The statue of Ivory Billowsstands
along the southern wall, guarding
the Top Jouster’s Ultimate Power
Orbs.
Shackled skeletonshang from the
dungeon’s walls, their boney
fingers clinging to scrolls made of
the hides from various beasts.
Might and Magic III

Dark Warrior’s Keep

Ranger
HP
100
Speed
20
Range Attack

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

12,000
AC
3
Damage
Damage Type

20
4 - 24
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

180,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

35
20 - 400
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

2,500
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

10
4 - 20
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

300,000
AC
2
Damage
Damage Type

35
20 - 400
Physical

Jouster
HP
600
Speed
50
Range Attack

Mad Dwarf
HP
75
Speed
16
Range Attack

Top Jouster
HP
1,000
Speed
50
Range Attack
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Cathedral of Carnage

The Cathedral of Carnage is the center of the Moo Cult.

Cruel and witless best describes the followers of Moo, for they
attempt without rest to tap into the power of the Ultimate
Power Orbs. It is the goal of the Priests to use the power of
the orbs to control the minds of the people of Terra and turn
them all into their drones. Though they have made no gains
toward their goal, the Priests continue to perform cruel
experiments.

Mystical
altars
speak
admonitions of the doom that
lies within the Cathedral of
Carnage. Lesser adventurers
would do wise to heed their
warning for the Moo cult is
strongest in these walls.
Inexperienced warriors often find
themselves serving in the undead
army of the Moo cult.
Altars dedicated to the deities of
the Moo cult stand in the room
known as The Lock. Positro,
Penetro, Dynatro, Barytro and
Proto watch the happenings in
the five towns and report to the
Priests of Moo.
Gemstone altars standing in the
room marked The Key hold the
markings necessary to solve the
mystery of this chamber. Great

reward awaits the enterprising
adventurer with the intelligence
to solve the puzzle.
Magical altars in the southeast
chamber of the dungeon are used
to teach Moo cult initiates. They
possess the secrets to the spells
most often used by the cult.
Moose Juice fills the chalices
found in the room called The
Cup. It is a deadly drink that
always brings misfortune to the
adventurer whose lips it passes.
Mighty Moose Juice, on the other
hand, has been known to be of
great benefit to those brave
enough to drink it. They often
emerge with better understanding
of their disciplines of study. Find
this brew in the cups that sit in
the southwest chamber.

Cathedral of Carnage

Cleric of Moo
HP
100
Speed
20
Range Attack

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

32,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

10
2 - 36
Electric

Experience
# Attacks
No

30,000
AC
4
Damage
Damage Type

15
3 - 45
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

250,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

20
5 - 75
Electric

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

120,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

20
4 - 60
Electric

Gargoyle
HP
125
Speed
30
Range Attack

Moo Master
HP
400
Speed
40
Range Attack

Priest of Moo
HP
200
Speed
40
Range Attack
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Tomb of Terror

Nestled in Phantom Peaks, the Tomb of Terror is the final

resting place of the ancient beasts known as the Shadow
Dwellers. A curse shall fall upon those who disturb their
eternal slumber. VonEmosh, master of the walking dead,
makes his home deep within this tomb. Any who would face
the Vampire King must first defeat his entire army of undead
soldiers.

Talking heads carved from the
rocks of Phantom Peaks warn of
the danger to those who enter
this Tomb of Terror. The
dungeon’s putrid halls are filled
with undead monsters of every
description,
all
doing
VonEmosh’s bidding. The voices
that reside in the carved heads
once belonged to unwary
adventurers who wandered into
the halls of the Shadow Dwellers.
Their bodies were torn apart and
their spirits trapped in the stone
altars where they cry out a
warning to all who enter the
domain of the Vampire King.
Stone Tombshold the remains of
the Shadow Dwellers, ancient
beasts so terrifying even the
Dragon Lord was powerless
against them. Lash, Ra’aa,
Blayde, Phyre, Poyson, Blude,
Payne and Deeth were their
names. Names that are still never
spoken aloud, for it was the
speaking of their names that
summoned them, and once
summoned, gruesome death
prevailed. Powerful weapons
used by the Shadow Dwellers are
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believed to have been entombed
with them, but beware the curse
that befalls he who disturbs their
rest. Monstrous apparitions
guard their burial chambers.
Four thrones sit in the
Mausoleum, VonEmosh’s private
vault. They are enchanted with
the magic of death, waiting to
steal the soul of the adventurer
who sits upon their crimson
cushions.
The throne of the Mysteries of the
Graveyard Earth. Cold like the
grave, surrounded by the smell of
moldy earth.

Tomb of Terror

Lich

The throne of the Halo of the
Midnight Moon. Unnerves the
soul like a shadow following you
that is not your own.
The throne of the Chill of the
Moonlit Mist. A chill that
penetrates to the bone.
The throne of the Sorrow of the
Howling Wind, full of the cries of
a thousand mourners.

Might and Magic III

HP
200
Speed
80
Range Attack

Experience
# Attacks
Yes

120,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

12
5 - 25
Magic

Experience
# Attacks
No

250,000
AC
3
Damage
Damage Type

30
10 - 100
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

500,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

30
10 - 100
Physical

Vampire
HP
400
Speed
45
Range Attack

Vampire King
HP
1,000
Speed
45
Range Attack

Note: See monster section for information about Ghost, Ghoul, Mummy,
Phantom, Reaper, Skeleton and Zombie.
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The Maze from Hell

Deep in Minotaur Marsh, the Maze from Hell is a very

tricky catacomb. If not for the benevolent hand of Mr.
Wizard, many an adventurer would have grown old in this
legendary labyrinth. You must find the statue of Water
Mane in the center of the maze, and the Hologram Key Card
hidden in a crystalline box.

The statue of Water Mane,fabled
ruler of the Great Sea, stands in
the center of the Maze from Hell.
Water Mane was the ruler of the
Great Sea in a time when there
was no land to break up its depths.
The civilization of Terra lived
beneath the waves in a coral city,
until one day there was a
tremendous storm that seemed
to last forever and Water Mane’s
kingdom was lost. When the
storm finally subsided the Isles of

Terra were left floating in the
wounded sea. This statue is
perhaps the only remnant of that
lost civilization. Surviving the
perils of the Maze from Hell to
stand and drink from the
fountain’s bowl is more than a
feat of great adventuring, it is a
symbolic journey to the forgotten
past of Terra, the final rekindling
of a spirit that has all but vanished
from the heart of a world.

The Maze from Hell

Medusa
HP
1,000
Speed
60
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Magic

3,000,000 AC
1
Damage

40
8 - 64

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

3,000,000 AC
2
Damage

90
3 - 300

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

6,000,000 AC
3
Damage

90
3 - 300

Minotaur
HP
1,000
Speed
80
Range Attack
Damage Type

Minotaur King
HP
2,500
Speed
80
Range Attack
Damage Type
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“And in the bubbling loam of the Elemental
War, great chambers formed beneath the
surface of the newly evolving land. Twisting
passageways of earthen walls snaked into
the heart of dark mountains. Within those
hollow halls flocked all the loathsome beasts
that sought refuge from the brightness of
the outside world. There they waited for the
turmoil on the surface to subside, and for
their chance to reign terror across the land.”

- Corak the Mysterious
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Cyclops Cavern

This

cavern is littered with the bones of unfortunate
adventurers eaten by the Cyclops. There are many pools
filled with the drained life-juices of these fallen warriors, and
legend says the pools harbor strange powers. The Cyclops
King lives in the deepest and darkest chamber of the cavern.

The bones of the unfortunatelitter
the floor of this dark cavern.
Cyclopes possess a tremendous,
ravenous appetite that proves
most dangerous to adventurers
who find themselves entering the
cavern’s mouth. But regardless
of the danger the fool-hearted
still come, for the Cyclopes have
little use for the weapons and
items their dinner tends to carry.
A party that is brave enough and
strong enough, and foolish as
well, can amass a nice store of
goods by plundering the dead
bones. There may even be spell

books to read, carried in by
unfortunate mages.
Crimson pools of blooddrained
from the bodies of those who fell
victim to the appetite of the
Cyclopes can be found
throughout the cavern. In their
depths is pain and reward. Only
the strong should search them for
they surge with electric energy,
but there is much that can be
pulled from the bottom. Some
pools are even believed to
enhance the attributes of life.
Cyclops Cavern

Bugaboo
HP
60
Speed
22
Missile Attack

Experience
# Attacks
No

4,000
AC
2
Damage
Damage Type

15
2 - 24
Magic

Experience
# Attacks
No

150,000
AC
2
Damage
Damage Type

25
6 - 150
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

300,000
AC
3
Damage
Damage Type

25
6 - 150
Physical

Experience
# Attacks
No

2,000
AC
1
Damage
Damage Type

0
3 - 12
Electric

Cyclops
HP
500
Speed
40
Missile Attack

Cyclops King
HP
1,000
Speed
40
Missile Attack

Wild Fungus
HP
25
Speed
5
Missile Attack
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Arachnoid Cavern

Arachnoid Cavern opens out of the western face of the

Crystal Mountains. The Gargoyles once had their shrine in
the corridors of this cave, before they were driven to the Land
of the Gargoyles. Insects of all kinds now occupy the dark
cave. Mages of all disciplines once came to this cavern to
touch the power crystals that run under the mountains. Their
decaying bones still litter the floor.

Piled bonesof victims of the Giant
Spiders that give this cavern its
name lie on the floor in the darker
recesses of Arachnoid Cavern.
Some are used for the grizzly
purpose of feeding the younger
spiders. It is in this way they get
their taste for flesh. Many of the
adventurers who wandered into
this cavern were magic users,
come in search of the Power
Crystals. If any spell books are
still intact, there may be spells to
be learned here.
Huge gongs occupy the cavern’s
corner chambers, used to
summon more creatures from the
darkness. The origins of the gongs
can be found only in speculation.
Some believe this cavern was
once the home of a Giant Spider
that had the intelligence and
understanding of a Dragon. The
Spider King tried to form the
insects of Terra into an army, but
was defeated by the ten heroes of
the Elemental Wars. It is one of
the oldest tales in Terra.
Crystal shards, from the rich vein
that runs beneath the Crystal
Mountains, stick out of the cavern
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floor. These Power Crystals have
drawn mages here for centuries.
They enhance the attributes of
the mind necessary to master the
use and control of magic. Once
touched the crystal’s power
dissipates, but there are ways of
recharging their magic. Lord
Might holds the power to restore
the drained crystals back to full
strength.
The Lords of the Attributestook
up residence in the chambers of
this cavern after the Gargoyles
were driven away. They have
devised a test to challenge
adventurers and reward the strong
minded. Those who properly
answer their riddle are awarded
the opportunity to expand their
Intelligence and Wisdom to great
heights.
Brother Zetasits among the Lords
of the Attributes, lost in his own
thoughts. If warned of your arrival
he is most hospitable and offers
the final bit of information to
complete the tale started by
Brother Alpha. But if visited
unannounced, there is little he
will do for you.
Might and Magic III

Arachnoid Cavern

Dino Beetle
HP
70
Speed
18
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

4,000
2

AC
Damage

10
3 - 15

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

3,000
8

AC
Damage

14
2-8

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

90,000
2

AC
Damage

25
2 - 60

Giant Spider
HP
30
Speed
25
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Toxic Worm
HP
300
Speed
60
Missile Attack
Damage Type
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Cursed Cold Cavern

The witches that have set up their coven in this cave are

commanded by the Black Knight. He dwells deep within the
cavern and rewards the deeds of the witches with Ancient
Artifacts plundered in a long forgotten war. Search carefully
the cauldrons, for all are not obliging.

Witches’ cauldrons sit in the
chilled chambers of Cursed Cold
Cavern,
where
strange
concoctions are mixed and sent
to other Witches or sold to Kings
and Mercenaries. The Witches of
this coven specialize in Ales of
Advancement and Beneficial
Brews that offer protection from
magic, but search carefully.
Somewhere there is a diabolical
drink that turns the years against
the adventurer who gives it even
the slightest touch.
The Black Knight has been on
many quests to discover the
secrets of the isles of Terra. The
truths he has uncovered are
locked in statues erected in honor
of the noble steeds that carried
him on his journeys. To gain the
knowledge hidden in each statue
you need only to speak the answer
to the riddle engraved in its base.

The statue of Iron Hoovesstands
in the center chamber of the
cavern. The Black Knight rode
Iron Hooves across the swampy
isle in search of Princess
Trueberry.
The statue of Silver Hoovesstands
in the northeast chamber. Silver
Hooves was given to the Black
Knight by the Pirate Queen.
The statue of Golden Hooves
stands in the cavern’s eastern
chamber. Golden Hooves bore
the Black Knight on his search for
the Pirate’s treasure.
The statue of Copper Hooves
stands with Golden Hooves in
the eastern chamber. Copper
Hooves accompanied the Black
Knight on his search for the
legendary lost island of Newroth.

Cursed Cold Cavern

Black Knight
HP
375
Speed
50
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Physical

100,000
7

AC
Damage

30
4 - 160

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

10,000
1

AC
Damage

25
60 - 120

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Magic

16,000
1

AC
Damage

8
4 - 16

Carnage Hand
HP
40
Speed
20
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Wicked Witch
HP
50
Speed
16
Missile Attack
Damage Type
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Dragon Cavern

Nestled deep in the Mutant Mountains, Dragon Cavern

provides the perfect shelter for the riches amassed by the
Dragon Lord and his servants. The towering mounds of
treasure are heavily guarded by Draconi warriors, and the
dung that litters the floor provides a natural defence against
greedy adventurers. Tempting though it may be to steal the
Dragon Lord’s tremendous personal hoard, all who have
faced him have perished from his magic breath.

The Dragon Lord sits among his
piles of gold in the deepest
recesses of Dragon Cavern where
Draconi and other lesser Dragons
roam the passageways. In
addition to the Dragon Lord’s
personal fortune there are
mounds of gold all throughout

this cavern that never cease to
lure greedy adventurers to their
demise. Five of the greatest
warriors in Terra have tried to
slay the Dragon Lord. Their heads
now hang from their own lances,
serving as reminders to any who
wish to repeat their folly.

Dragon Cavern

Draconi
HP
125
Speed
20
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

20,000
2

AC
Damage

10
3 - 60

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Energy

10,000,000 AC
1
Damage

75
1,000

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Cold

500,000
1

40
250

Dragon Lord
HP
10,000
Speed
150
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Green Dragon
HP
800
Speed
60
Missile Attack
Damage Type
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The Magic Cavern

Dangerous vapor steams up through rifts in the floor of

Magic Cavern. Spellcasters will find this vapor particularly
disturbing. But there are reasons for withstanding the dangers
of this cave, as it is not called the Magic Cavern without
reason. Seek out the altars that are guarded by mages of the
living, undead, and supernatural realms.

Stone Tombshold the remains of
the members of an ancient mage
guild known as the Brotherhood
of Garroters. The Brotherhood
was a dark guild that sought to
control Terra by grasping the
land’s rulers in a tight fist of fear
and forcing them to do their
bidding. Evil magic was
instrumental in their plots.
Greywind the Illusionist and
Blackwind the Spellbinder would
not succumb to the terror created
by the Brotherhood and tracked
the guild to this cave. The guild’s
five members were slain and
entombed in stone coffins,
enchanted to keep their spirits
locked inside. Fighting Dragons
mark the tombs of the Garroters.
Ransin Nor, master mage of the
Brotherhood, was locked with the
Garroters’ holy relics in a special
tomb marked by fighting Wizards.

Their water’s source lies in a
magical spring far beneath the
Forsaken
Sands.
The
Brotherhood of Garroters used
the pools to increase their
intelligence and strengthen their
command over magic.
Green pools also open from the
cavern’s floor. Their emerald
waters bestowed speed upon the
Brotherhood, giving them
advantage in all their encounters.
Be warned that both pools are
magically protected and capable
of harming anyone who
approaches them unprepared.
The Altars of Learning possess
the secrets to many spells the
Brotherhood found instrumental
for their schemes. Most are
powerful combat spells, the rest
being useful for traveling unseen
and avoiding traps.

Blue poolscan be found in many
of Magic Cavern’s chambers.

The Magic Cavern

Guardian
HP
250
Speed
15
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Experience
# Attacks
No
Physical

40,000
1

AC
Damage

20
75 - 150

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Magic

120,000
1

AC
Damage

12
5 - 25

Experience
# Attacks
Yes
Cold

50,000
1

AC
Damage

10
8 - 80

Lich
HP
200
Speed
50
Missile Attack
Damage Type

Sorcerer
HP
100
Speed
40
Missile Attack
Damage Type
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“After

the battle was over and the

champions had used the powers the Forces
of the Dome gave them to drive the Elemental
Lords to the corners of the Void, the five
Forces picked up the land that had been the
battlefield and moved it through the
heavens, from the gates of the Ancients to
the gates of Terra, where the land was set in
the midst of water and broken into isles.”

- Corak the Mysterious
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Area A1

An army of Orcs have set up an outpost somewhere in the
Hidden Valley, but their threat is not strong enough to scare
away the Zingaro Travellers that have let their wagons rest
in this area. But the Orcs and Goblins that infest the area can
prove very hazardous to passers-through.

The town of Fountain Headsits
nestled in the mountains of
Hidden Valley where it has come
to be known as the friendliest
town in Terra. Though Fountain
Head is a good place to sharpen
the skills of new adventurers,
seasoned parties will soon
advance beyond the limitations
of Raven’s Guild and the Training
grounds.

Gyure the Alchemist mixes
potions of might in his wagon
outside Fountain Head.

The Ancient temple of Moostands
sentinel over the road leading in
to the Hidden Valley. Archaic
markings carved in the dungeon
entrance serve as a warning to
any who may unwarily wander
into this temple of the undead.

Two wagons have been overtaken
by an Orc tribe and a band of
Goblin warriors. They use the
wagons as meeting places and
camps in their effort to drive the
people of Terra out of the Hidden
Valley. Without these camps both
armies would be forced to
withdraw to other locations.

Magical wells are scattered
throughout the area, containing
waters that temporarily enhance
the attributes of those who drink
from their depths.
A band of Zingaro Travellers
have chosen to let their wagons
rest in the Hidden Valley. Typical
of their people these Travellers
offer a wide variety of services for
a fair price.
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Sophena the Seeress uses her
wagon in the foothills east of
Fountain Head to peer into the
futures of the curious. The
lingering effect of Sophena’s
magic often leaves her clients with
expanded vision.

A gleaming scale lies hidden in
the dense trees east of Fountain
Head. Those enterprising enough
to find this scale can pay its price
to become a Master Merchant.

Area A1
Dirt

Dense Forest

Town

Tall Grass

Road

Dungeon

Grass

Mountain

Wagon

Light Forest

Water

Goblin
HP
10
Speed
14
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

400
1

AC
Damage

3
3-9

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

600
1

AC
Damage

5
2 - 18

Orc Warrior
HP
25
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Area A2

Many

huts are scattered through Orc Meadow and
Woodland Grove. One in particular houses a bodiless voice
with much treasure to sell. Another holds inside its walls a
shrine, sacred only to the Orcs. In the southwest corner of Orc
Meadow is one of the five ancient pyramids, where can be
found the answers to many mysteries.

The town of Baywatchis perched
on the shore of Piranha Bay.
Baywatch was once the most
successful port city this side of
the Great Sea until one day it was
rocked with thunder and the
Unholy Pits appeared like open
sores in the town’s floor.
Castle Whiteshield, stronghold
of King Zealot, is located off the
road between Fountain Head and
Baywatch. Crusaders are
welcome to enter the castle gates
and undertake the quests of the
King and his servant, Praythos.
A towering pyramid cut from
ancient stone stands silent vigil
in the high grass of Orc Meadow.
The mysteries that lie within this
and the four other such pyramids
have been the source of many
legends in Terra, but without the
proper item mysteries will remain
mysteries.
Huts of straw and mud provide
the inhabitants of this area with
shelter. Some of these huts are
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protected by traps and spells, so
think twice before entering.
An Orc outpost is kept in a hut in
Orc Meadow. Destroying the
outpost will leave the Orcs
without a place for meetings,
forcing them to scatter and ending
their threat to the area.
A hut in Orc Meadowis used by
the Orcs as a camp. Without this
camp they would no longer be
able to stay in the area.
The Shrine of Icarus, final resting
place of the Last Unicorn, stands
in a hut in Orc Meadow. A
thousand Swallows tell of Icarus’
entombment and the conditions
of his resurrection.
A hut on the lower point of the
Enchanted Meadow was once
frequented by the Brotherhood
of Garroters. Local legend says
the Brotherhood would visit this
hut to temporarily strengthen their
magical abilities.

Area A2
Dirt

Road
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Tall Grass

Mountain

Hut

Grass

Pyramid

Castle

Light Forest

Water

Goblin
HP
10
Speed
14
Range Attack
Damage Type

400
1

AC
Damage

3
3-9

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

600
1

AC
Damage

5
2 - 18

Orc Warrior
HP
25
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Evil Eye Forest is rich with the wagons of Zingaro Travellers.

The Zingaro are a nomadic people who settle wherever they
wish, somehow managing to remain unaffected by the dangers
surrounding certain areas. They usually offer many services
to render and heirlooms to purchase.

The entrance to the Halls of
Insanity broods among the dark
trees of Evil Eye Forest. Standing
at the door, key in a hand, even a
seasoned adventurer must
summon the courage to enter the
lair of the Evil Eyes.
Wagons of the Zingaro Travellers
can be found all through Evil Eye
Forest. One of these wagons,
abandoned by its owner, has
become a breeding ground for
the Vampire Bats that live among
the trees.
Magose, a travelling wizard,
acquires the gems necessary for
his incantations by selling an aura
of magic resistance to adventurers
who pass through his camp.
Pavroka sells precious rings
which she claims were once worn
by the ten heroes of old. An
interesting claim considering she
has sold over two hundred of the
“relics.”

Mishbee has spent many years
curing adventurers who have
fallen victim to the madness
induced by Screamers. Her cure
for Insanity is very reliable.
Tishbee, sister of Mishbee, also
dabbles in the healing arts. Her
remedies remove the poisons of
Vampire Bats and other monsters
from an afflicted character.
Sir Poleman was once the
personal instructor of the Jousters
in Dark Warrior’s Keep. His
training is renown throughout
Terra for bettering a warrior’s
accuracy.
Sir Shipit fought in the army of
King Zealot when the Mad
Dwarves attacked Castle
Whiteshield. Now retired, he lives
in Evil Eye Forest where he earns
his gold training Knights who wish
to better their strength and
endurance.

Area A3
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Wagon

Screamer
HP
10
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

1,750
1

AC
Damage

10
2-8

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

250
2

AC
Damage

5
2-4

Vampire Bat
HP
5
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type
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In the days when the Gargoyles roamed freely in Thorn

Blossom Orchard, the southern region of the Great Isle was
connected as is the northern region. But when the Gargoyles
were driven out, the warriors of Castle Whiteshield broke the
shrine in Arachnoid Cavern to celebrate their victory. A
tremendous earthquake shook the southern region and ripped
it from the rest of the isle.

A single hut stands on the peak
of Mount Keystone. Within the
hut rests a golden card encased
in glass so thick only an
adventurer with Fantastic
strength can strike it hard enough
to shatter.
The abandoned hut on Poison
Point is not so empty as it looks,
for Giant Spiders have taken it
over to protect their vulnerable
young. Many and adventurer has
wandered through its door to be
caught in a tangle of webs.
Destroying the hut would be a
great service to the surrounding
area.
The huts in Thorn Blossom
Orchard, like everything else in
that region, have fallen to ruin.
Their construction is weak and
liable to collapse at any moment.
Considering they were made from
the thorny branches of the

surrounding trees, woe to anyone
who happens to be inside when
the walls fall. Only the Magic
Mantis of the area dare enter the
unsteady huts, sometimes using
them as larva nests.
Athea, Nymph of the Great Sea,
sings her siren’s melodies from
inside a floating hut southwest of
Thorn Blossom Orchard. The
magic of her song so entrances
any male character that he cannot
help but fall in love with the little
mermaid. Shy though she may
be, Athea’s favor can be won by
bringing her a Sea Shell of
Serenity.
Enchanted wells remain as sole
remnants of the Gargoyle’s
residence in Thorn Blossom
Orchard. Their poisonous waters
still hold the magic of years past.
One of the wells was used by
fleeing Gargoyles who escaped
their rout.

Area A4
Dirt

Dense Forest

Water

Grass

Road

Hut

Light Forest

Mountain

Giant Spider
HP
30
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

3,000
8

AC
Damage

14
2-8

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

3,500
2

AC
Damage

12
2 - 20

Magic Mantis
HP
50
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type
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In the mountains around Leper Canyon are many alcoves

where adventurers of old hid their wealth before entering the
cavern of the Cyclops King, and the way is very treacherous
as there is a swarm of Oh No Bugs that inhabits the canyon.
But the fight is worth the trouble, for there are mystical heads
of granite to be examined.

Cyclops Cavern sits in the
northern tip of the mountain range
surrounding Leper Canyon. The
gnawed bones of unfortunate
victims lie in piles around the
cavern’s entrance. Smart
adventurers will understand the
meaning of these bones and not
enter this cavern unless prepared
to defend their lives.
Slithercult Stronghold leaks a
symphony of hissing into the air
of Druid Haven. Those who enter
this dungeon should know the
danger of being lulled into a sleeplike trance by the radiant eyes of
the Cobra Fiends.
Two fountains can be found in
Leper Canyon. One has become
an apiary for the Oh No Bugs that
swarm in the canyon. Destroying
the fountain and its hives would
do much to keep the Oh No Bugs
out. The other fountain flows with
a fluid of magical quickening,
temporarily enhancing the speed
of adventurers who drink its
water.
A fountain that once granted life
to slain adventurers has
88

developed a leak and given life to
the Wild Fungus that populate
Druid Haven. As long as the
fountain’s magical water is
allowed to spill on the ground
Wild Fungus will continue to
make travel in this area
dangerous.
The Waters of Mightflow through
a fountain that stands hidden
somewhere along this regions
mountain ranges. Temporary
strength is bestowed upon the
adventurer who finds the lost
fountain and drinks from its bowl.
Waters of Advancement flow
through the fountain that stands
alone on the island in Leper
Canyon. Drink of its enchantment
and a more experienced
adventurer you will become. But
only for a while.
Granite heads hewn of ancient
stone mysteriously stand in this
region. They were set here long
ago by a race not seen on the face
of Terra since before the
Elemental War. Pay the prices
they require to receive their
special blessings.
Might and Magic III
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Cave
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Oh No Bug
HP
40
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

1,000
3

AC
Damage

8
3-9

Experience
Attacks
No
Electric

2,000
1

AC
Damage

0
3 - 12

Wild Fungus
HP
25
Speed
5
Range Attack
Damage Type
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The Valley of the Trolls is now inhabited by the Ogres that

once pillaged Wildabar and all of Locust Grove. When the
Ogres were driven to this new home, they forced the Trolls
away. The only remnants of the valley’s old inhabitants are
two wise elders that live in the solitude of the mountains,
where they reflect on the knowledge they possess.

The Fortress of Fear silently
stands above the Valley of the
Trolls. The Mummy King lies in
his tomb deep within the dungeon
walls, where he guards his most
prized possessions.
Philtar and Guiltar are two wise
hermits that lead a life of solitude,
each in a shack in the mountains
around the Valley of the Trolls.
Seek their counsels to learn more
about the castles of Greywind
and Blackwind, and the schemes
of the Moo cult.
Two dark huts stand in the
wasteland south of Cripple Creek.
One hut is used by the Cripple
Creek Sprites as a resting hall,
the other houses the giant scarab

Insect Shrine. Praying at the
Insect Shrine is very beneficial if
you have been generous at all
five Temples.
Stolen tapestries from Castle
Blood Reign decorate the hut in
the Valley of the Trolls. The hut is
used as a council hall for the
Ogres that were run out of Locust
Grove.
The Fountain of Nayarah, eternal
child of the Great Sea, is believed
to be somewhere in the depths of
Piranha Bay. Though the fountain
exists only in fable, those few
adventurers who have been below
the ancient pyramids tell of an
oracle that claims it will reveal
Nayarah’s fountain if the right
word is spoken.

Area B2
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Grass
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Hut
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Ogre
HP
60
Speed
15
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
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Physical

2,500
1

AC
Damage

10
2 - 32

Experience
Attacks
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2,500
2

AC
Damage

13
2-6

Sprite
HP
15
Speed
18
Range Attack
Damage Type
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The

Land of the Gargoyles is a truly destitute place.
Treacherous waters swirl in Piranha Bay, the graveyard at
the northern tip is plagued with undead, and the presence of
the Moo cult lingers in the air like a black cloud. As tradition
would have it, pestilence follows the Gargoyles like eddies
from their flapping wings.

Dark Warrior’s Keep stands
lookout over Knight’s Point,
where it has served as a haven for
evil warriors for many years.
Indeed, even the Mad Dwarves
that survived the attack on Castle
Whiteshield retreated here to
avoid the wrath of King Zealot.
The Cathedral of Carnage,
stronghold of the Moo Cult, sits
in the Land of the Gargoyles where
it is heavily guarded by Ghouls
and Bugaboo. Those foolish
enough to enter this dungeon will
discover the secret alliance
between the Gargoyles and the
Moo Master.
Captain Squib lives in a hut on
Knight’s Point where he arranges
passage on ships to Swamp Town.
Those who have never been to
the swampy isle should know that
it is a place full of danger.
Inexperienced adventurers do not
belong there and often find the

help of Mr. Wizard to be their
only hope for survival.
The Gargoyle shrinewas moved
to the Land of the Gargoyles when
the beasts were driven out of
Thorn Blossom Orchard. This
shrine, as it was in the past, offers
aid to followers of evil stand before
it and pray. Good characters may
find themselves injured for doing
the same.
Open graves can be found all
around the Cathedral of Carnage,
most likely the source of the
Ghouls and Bugaboo that wander
about. A strange creature known
as the Lamprea is used by the
Clerics of Moo to animate dead
bodies and create the undead
warriors associated with the Moo
cult. Bodies that have been
recently re-animated may still be
willing to provide help before they
fall completely under the spell of
the Moo Master.
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Bugaboo
HP
60
Speed
22
Range Attack
Damage Type
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100
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16
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Once this region was tormented by a marauding band of

Ogres that operated out of Locust Grove, but they were driven
away by the King Chaotic. Only insects remain to make
trouble for explorers of the southern region. Seek out and
destroy their nests to rid the area of their presence.

Arachnoid Cavernextends below
the western side of the Crystal
Mountains. Once the home of
the Brotherhood of Garroters, a
more peaceful company now
occupies the dark cavern. The
Lords of the Attributes sit on their
thrones in dark catacombs, testing
the intelligence of warriors and
rewarding them with use of the
magic crystals that run beneath
the Crystal Mountains.
Castle Blood Reign sits perched
in the Crystal Mountains where
King Tumult keeps watch over
the actions of the two other kings.
While Malefactor and Zealot
strive for control of the hearts and
minds of Terra’s people, King

Tumult wishes only to keep them
in balance so that chaos may
flourish. Crusaders who bring him
Ultimate Power Orbs are well
rewarded, for each orb in Tumults
possession is safe from the other
kings.
The town of Wildabar sits at
road’s end in Locust Grove. Since
the curse fell upon Baywatch,
Wildabar has become the most
active port of trade this side of
Terra, offering the best items and
most powerful spells to be found
on the Great Isle. Wildabar is
also a dangerous place to visit for
the local Ninja Clan controls the
streets and causes much grief for
outsiders.
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Magic Mantis
HP
50
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Attacks
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3,500
2
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12
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3
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Oh No Bug
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40
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30
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Somewhere high atop the mountains of the Frozen Isles lies
the Full Moon Shrine. Legend says the Werewolves that
inhabit this wintery land keep to themselves and pose no
threat to others, but will come out in force to destroy any who
desecrate their shrine.

The Full Moon shrinestands in a
hut on the mountain peaks of the
center Frozen Isle. The shrine
was built by Werewolves to win
favor from the moon, for it is the
moon that comes as harbinger of
their curse. Though they pose no
threat Werewolves are feared by
the people of Terra, which is why
King Malefactor drove them out
of Serpent Wood and banished
them to this frozen mountain.
The Werewolves hope the shrine
will please the moon so it will no
longer appear in the night to curse
their lives. They will attack in
mass anyone who defiles this
shrine of hope.

A Cyclops campsits on the snowcapped mountaintop of the
western Frozen Isle. The Cyclopes
that roam this mountain range
make camp in the hut and
exchange stories of the little men
they hunt for game.
Sprites keep camp in a clearing
below the Cyclopes’ mountain.
The floor of their hut is covered
with scales that fall from their
wings when they sleep. Sprites
always stay close to their bunk
houses and will therefore remain
in the surrounding forest as long
as this hut still stands.

Area C1
Snowy Mountain

Snow

Water

Snow Tree

Hut

Cyclops
HP
500
Speed
40
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
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Physical

150,000
2

AC
Damage

25
6 - 150
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2,500
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Damage

13
2-6
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15
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18
Range Attack
Damage Type
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The Isle of Fire is a very hot domain, which makes it an ideal

home for Devils. They have set up a portal near the northwest
tip of the isle, which allows them to enter this realm. Destroy
their portal and forever will they be banished.

The Isle of Fire burns with the
fierceness of a live volcano. It’s
mountains are impossible to
climb and those who dare walk
its paths find scorching pain in
every step.
A towering pyramid cut from
ancient stone stands silent vigil
in the center of the Isle of Fire.
The mysteries that lie within this
and the four other such pyramids
have been the source of many
legends in Terra, but without the
proper item mysteries will remain
mysteries.

gate to the Demon Realm through
which Major Devils enter the
lands of Terra. Great reward
awaits the adventurers who
destroy this portal and forever
lock the Major Devils in their
own realm.
Whirlpools off the shore of the
Isle of Fire have claimed many
ships that drifted into their pull.
Once a ship becomes trapped in
the watery swirl monsters emerge
from the Great Sea to feed on its
crew. Cargo crates bob in the
whirlpools to lure fortune seekers
to their doom.

A flaming portal burns inside a
thorny hut on this region of the
Isle of Fire. The portal opens a

Area C2
Volcano

Water

Pyramid

Lava Flats

Dragon Worm
HP
400
Speed
45
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Poison

150,000
1

AC
Damage

35
100

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

250,000
4

AC
Damage

33
250

Major Devil
HP
666
Speed
66
Range Attack
Damage Type
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The surrounding waters are almost as treacherous as this

fiery isle itself. All manner of sea creatures guard treasure left
bobbing in the waves by sunken ships, and the northeast
pass is the domain of the Pirate Queen.

The Isle of Fire burns with the
fierceness of a live volcano. It’s
mountains are impossible to
climb and those who dare walk
its paths find scorching pain in
every step.
Great Hydra use a hut in this
region of the Isle of Fire as a
hatchery for their young.
Tremendous honor and reward
will be bestowed upon the
adventurers who destroy this hut,

for the Hydra have long plagued
this already treacherous terrain.
Whirlpools off the shore of the
Isle of Fire have claimed many
ships that drifted into their pull.
Once a ship becomes trapped in
the watery swirl monsters emerge
from the Great Sea to feed on its
crew. Cargo crates bob in the
whirlpools to lure fortune seekers
to their doom.

Area C3
Volcano
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Water

Lava Flats

Great Hydra
HP
5000
Speed
75
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
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4,000,000 AC
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Damage
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Attacks
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2,000,000 AC
4
Damage

80
8 - 240

Kudo Crab
HP
2500
Speed
80
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Though the Isles of Illusion be sandy spots, there are wells

with magical powers scattered across the terrain. Drink deep
of their waters, for few places of such harsh atmosphere offer
so great a relief and assistance.

Castle Greywind was once the
proud fortress of Greywind the
Illusionist. Now it lies in ruins on
this Isle of Illusion, its old master’s
soul locked within its broken
walls. Enter the ruins to free
Greywind’s spirit and you will be
rewarded with knowledge that
comes from the shadow realm
between life and death.
Two enchanted wells stand on
opposite sides of the mountain
range that surrounds Castle
Greywind. The northern well
magically increases the Armor
Class of those adventurers in need
of such aid. The southern well

temporarily enhances the
Endurance of those who drink
from its depths. Party members
who have already temporarily
enhanced these two statistics will
find the wells’ magic to be fickle
and uncooperative.
Chests of treasurelie half buried
in the sand. Many explorers have
wasted time seeking these chests
only to find them a mirage, but all
is not as it seems. The treasure in
the chests is quite real – on a
particular day. Pirates from the
northern tip of the Isle of Fire
keep their loot hidden here.

Area C4
Desert Mountain

Palm Tree

Water

Castle

Desert

Barbarian
HP
175
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

25,000
2

AC
Damage

15
2 - 60

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

4,000
2

AC
Damage

10
3 - 15

Dino Beetle
HP
70
Speed
18
Range Attack
Damage Type
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In the cavern below the mountains is a witch’s hideaway

where strange concoctions are mixed and brewed in large
cauldrons. It is here the witches of Wildabar Cavern send
their barrels of brew, and it is believed the pirates sometimes
carry the cargo in return for magical assistance.

Cursed Cold Cavern sits in the
valley of the easternmost Frozen
Isle. A coven of Wicked Witches
occupies this cavern, brewing
their ales and elixirs to sell to the
Kings of Terra. The Black Knight
that rules the coven once roamed
the isles and fought in the Great
War of the Alignments. His
treasure from those former days
of glory fills the chest that bears
his mark.
The fountain of Kartera, warrior
of the Great Sea, stands on the
northern point of this isle. The
fountain’s streaming liquid bears
a blessing of fortitude that lends
extra Hit Points to adventurers
not already toughend beyond
their natural means.

The fountain of Water Bane,
mount of the sea nymph Athea,
stands on the eastern point of the
Fozen Isles. Water Bane’s statue
was erected by King Malefactor
after the Werewolves were cleared
from Serpent Woods. Malefactor
so hated the beasts that he layed
a special spell upon this fountain;
that it would tempararily raise an
adventurers attributes to heroic
heights, but only after the last
Werewolf had been slain.
The southern regionsof this isle
are very unstable and prone to
avalanche. If adventures lead you
there, tread the snowy ground
with caution.

Area D1
Snowy Mountain
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Water

Snow Tree
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Candle Creep
HP
70
Speed
8
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
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3,000
2
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Damage

5
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6,000
1
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3
4 - 16

Cryo Spore
HP
40
Speed
12
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Fire Stalkers and Fire Lizards rule the northeast point.

Destroy their huts that serve as lairs and never again will they
stalk the narrow passes between the flaming mountains.

The Isle of Fire burns with the
fierceness of a live volcano. It’s
mountains are impossible to
climb and those who dare walk
its paths find scorching pain in
every step.
Fire Stalkersenter into Terra from
a flaming fissure on the northern
tip of this Isle of Fire. Seek out the
hut that holds this fissure if it is
your wish to destroy the Fire
Stalker’s portal. Great treasure
will be revealed when the hut is
layed to ruin.
Fire Lizards use an abandoned
hut in this region to store their
eggs until they hatch. Despite the
fiery nature of these creatures,
their unhatched eggs are rather
fragile and would not survive

unless protected from the burning
ground of the Isle of Fire. Burning
the hut to the ground will dstroy
the Fire Lizards’ ability to hatch
further generations.
The Pirate Queenpatrols the Isle
of Fire’s northern horn, stopping
anyone she encounters on the
waves of the Great Sea. Under
the flag of the broken skull the
Pirate Queen and her band of
privateers collect the gold of
adventurers unfortunate enough
to find themeselves ensnared in
their trap. Only the Pearl of Youth
and Beauty will calm her stealing
soul.

Area D2
Volcano
Water
Lava Flats

Fire Lizard
HP
150
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
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25,000
2
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Damage
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30,000
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Fire Stalker
HP
75
Speed
40
Range Attack
Damage Type
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In the years after the great Elemental War, Major Demons

settled to this region of the Isle of Fire, where they now guard
a powerful shrine that grants protection from the forces of
nature. Their existence in this realm is granted through evil
symbols that adorn the walls of their hut. Destroy the
symbols, and the Demons will forever vanish from the isle.

The Isle of Fire burns with the
fierceness of a live volcano. It’s
mountains are impossible to
climb and those who dare walk
its paths find scorching pain in
every step.
Blistering Heightssits among the
lava flats of this burning isle,
magically protected from the
volcanic heat. This town was
erected by magical beings and
placed on this destitute spot so
only the most advanced
adventurers would dare to enter
its walls, as the town’s creators
had little tolerance for weak
mortals. The location of Blistering
Heights makes it ideal for visitors
from the Demon Realms, who
can often be found roaming the
corridors.

Destroying the hut and its evil
contents is a feat that will not go
unrewarded.
The Shrine of Protectionoffers a
lofty but temporary boost to a
party’s elemental resistance. But
the magic of the shrine will not
work if the party is already under
the effect of another temporary
spell of elemental protection.
Whirlpools off the shore of the
Isle of Fire have claimed many
ships that drifted into their pull.
Once a ship becomes trapped in
the watery swirl monsters emerge
from the Great Sea to feed on its
crew. Cargo crates bob in the
whirlpools to lure fortune seekers
to their doom.

D3
Volcano

Town

Water

Hut

Desert

Lava Flats

Major Demon

A hut is kept by the Major Demons
that inhabit this area, in which
symbols of evil are stored.

HP
333
Speed
33
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

100,000
6
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Damage

16
2 - 40
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3000000
8
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Damage

40
5 - 250

Octobeast
HP
3000
Speed
100
Range Attack
Damage Type
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In days of old, pirates buried their treasure on the Isles of

Illusion. It is believed that, with the aid of Blackwind the
Spellbinder, their chests of gold were enchanted to appear as
illusions every day of the year except one. On that day they
would be real. No one knows for sure if Blackwind was
indeed in league with the privateers.

Castle Blackwind was once the
proud fortress of Blackwind the
Spellbinder. Now it lies in ruins
on this Isle of Illusion, its old
master’s soul locked within its
broken walls. Enter the ruins to
free Blackwind’s spirit and you
will be rewarded with knowledge
that comes from the shadow realm
between life and death.
Two wells of contradictionstand
at opposite corners of the
mountain range that surrounds
Castle Blackwind. The northern
well offers a gleaming liquid that
will make an adventurer better
able to resist the toxic effect of
poisons. The water of the lower
well holds an enchantment that

improves a character’s attribute
of Might. But know why the wells
were
named
ones
of
contradiction, for before their
benefit is felt they strike against
the object of their aid.
Chests of treasurelie half buried
in the sand. Many explorers have
wasted time seeking these chests
only to find them a mirage, but all
is not as it seems. The treasure in
the chests is quite real – on a
particular day. Pirates from the
northern tip of the Isle of Fire
keep their loot hidden here.
Area D4
Desert Mountain

Palm Tree

Water

Castle

Desert

Cobra Fiend
HP
50
Speed
25
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

4000
2

AC
Damage

15
2 - 30

Experience
Attacks
No
Poison

8000
3

AC
Damage

5
4 - 12

Plasmoid
HP
100
Speed
17
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Outdoors

Outdoors

Area E1

Long before the construction of Castle Dragontooth, when

serpents still swarmed in Serpent Woods, explorers of the
frozen lands erected statues to honor mythical champions of
the attributes of man. Legend says a special blessing awaits
those who pay homage to these champions of the long
forgotten myths.

Castle Dragontooth, fortress of
Malefactor, King Malicious,
stands in the frozen wasteland of
Serpent Woods. From this castle
the evil king has waged his wars
against the righteous hearts of
Terra, and reigned havoc on the
unfortunate Lycanthropes that
once ran free in the surrounding
forest. Crusaders who seek to do
the bidding of the King Malicious
will find him well equipped to
reward bad deeds.
Awe-inspiring statues stand in
honor of the very essence of
warrior abilities. King Malefactor
commissioned these statues to
be erected so his followers could
seek them out and gain extra
strength in their quests. An
enchantment of temporary
advantage is bestowed upon the
party of adventurers that pays
homage to these marble figures,
but the party must be pure and
unaffected by other such
enchantments. King Malefactor

named the statues The Ultimate
Warrior’s of Might, Endurance,
Speed, Accuracy, and Life.
The Ultimate Warrior of Might
stands in the clearing directly
north of Castle Dragontooth. Seek
out this statue to receive the
blessing of strength.
The Ultimate Warrior of
Endurance stands in the clearing
along the northwestern point of
this snowy land. Seek out this
statue to receive the blessing of
fortitude.
The Ultimate Warrior of Speed
stands among the trees of the
northern forest. Seek out this
statue to receive the blessing of
fast action.
The Ultimate Warrior of
Accuracy stands in the central
clearing east of the castle. Seek
out this statue to receive the
blessing of true aim.

Area E1
Water

Snow

Castle

Snow Tree

Archer
HP
100
Speed
35
Range Attack
Damage Type
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20000
4

AC
Damage

15
5 - 30

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

12000
3

AC
Damage

20
4 - 24

Evil Ranger
HP
100
Speed
20
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Outdoors

Area E2

The swampy isle has become a place of exile where enemies
of the more civilized western lands are sent to spend the rest
of their days. Shadow Rogues that once roamed freely
through Evil Eye Forest, robbing travellers on the road from
Fountain Head to Wildabar, were exiled to the small island
of the Deathbog, but they now roam freely through the entire
swampland.

Swamp Town stands alone as
the only bastion of civilization on
the swampy isle. Graveyards fill
the hallways and Ghosts and
Ghouls roam the corridors. The
shadow of death cast by
VonEmosh, master of the walking
dead, cloaks Swamp Town in a
shroud of fear and sorrow. But
the mood of gloom has tempered
the town’s inhabitants. The
mage’s guild offers powerful spells
and the blacksmith forges mighty
weapons.
The Deathbog is home to a band
of renegade Rogues who have set
up headquarters in a small hut
on the edge of the clearing. Within
the hut are plans and maps of the
castles and towns of Terra used
to guide the Rogues in their sprees
of plunder and thievery. Destroy
the hut and its contents to
confound the plots of the Rogues.
A half-hidden hut can be found
in the thicket of trees that
surrounds the Deathbog. A
strange aura of darkness
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permeates the small shack,
bringing death upon any who
enter unless they possess an item
of ancient origin.
Princess Trueberry sits in her
lonely shack among the thicket
that surrounds Swamp Town. Her
spirit wastes away in the confines
of her hut where she must remain
until once again her heart is filled
with love.
Ziltar the Wise sits in his humble
home along the foot of the central
mountain range, pondering the
wisdom he has found and hiding
from VonEmosh. Ziltar once
counseled the Vampire King on
the workings of the Moo Cult, but
betrayed his liege with lies. He
has since been banished from
Phantom Peaks and lives in
constant fear for his life. Little
does Ziltar know that VonEmosh
plans not to kill him, but rather to
let him live the remainder of his
days in mortal fear.

Area E2
Swamp Mountain

Swamp Tree

Water

Town

Swamp

Hut

Death Locust
HP
100
Speed
30
Range Attack
Damage Type

16000
4

AC
Damage

20
4 - 32

Experience
Attacks
Yes
Physical

12000
2

AC
Damage

15
3 - 18

Shadow Rogue
HP
50
Speed
22
Range Attack
Damage Type
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Outdoors

Area E3

The Evermoors and Shadowmire suffer a special curse. An

ambitious young Cleric once challenged the rule of Greywind
the Illusionist and was exiled to the Evermoors. But even in
exile the young mage’s ambitions ran strong, so he was
transformed into a tree in hopes of quenching his thirst for
power. Legend says his bitterness ran so deep it infected the
rest of the trees and turned them against all Clerics.

Many adventurers have fallen
victim to the Tree Golems that
rule this region of the Evermoors.
Their gold and goods can be found
buried deep in the mottled mire.

Cursed Foolsguard the pass that
winds to the center of Phantom
Peaks. Aside from scaling the
mountains, this pass is the only
way to reach the Tomb of Terror
and its master, VonEmosh.

Area E3
Swamp Mountain

Swamp

Water

Swamp Tree

Cursed Fool
HP
40
Speed
15
Range Attack
Damage Type

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

3500
3

AC
Damage

8
3-9

Experience
Attacks
No
Physical

16000
2

AC
Damage

10
2 - 50

Tree Golem
HP
150
Speed
6
Range Attack
Damage Type
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